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If you lived in colonial times--What kind of clothes would you wear?--Would you go to school?--What

would happen if you didn't behave?This book tells you what it was like to live in the New England

colonies during the years 1565 to 1776.
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I highly recommend this book. My children, 6 and 4 years old, could easily put themselves into the

very clearly described settings. They got a real feel for what life was like in colonial days. It was fun

to read - made for GREAT family time!

Of all the history on daily life, no book offers more practical insight into the daily lives of

Colonists.The Bible says, "Out of the mouths of babes..." Perhaps the same is true "For the

eyes/ears of babes..."Truly excellent. In all my searching through so many standard old history

books, I could not find answers to the questions this book resolved.Best of all, our kids love it!

My children and I frequently visit historical sites, watch documentaries, and listen to the Colonial

Williamsburg podcasts. In preparation for our next trip, I decided to read aloud "If You Lived in



Colonial Times." First of all, it isn't about Colonial Times in the American colonies, but Colonial

Times in New England. However, even given the narrowed subject matter, I was surprised by much

of the information and how it conflicted with what we'd learned about the colonies from other, more

recent, sources. Much of the information in this book reflects outdated ideas and theories about the

colonial period. For instance, there were marketplaces in colonial towns, which included vegetable

and meat sales. The book explicitly says there were no markets and people made all their own

goods. Religion was an important part of some of the colonies there weren't strict rules governing

behavior in church nor did meetings last four hours on Sunday's as the book claims. At no point was

slavery mentioned, and native Americans were only mentioned in terms of colonists learning about

corn from the Indians and planting "in the Indian way." Half way through the book, it occurred to me

to check the copyright page. The text copyright is 1964. Illustrations copyright is 1992. The cover

says "New and Updated," but I suspect based on the copyright page that only the pictures were

changed. The book itself could be a useful starting point if placed in context and elaborated upon,

but since it's aimed at younger children (mine are 5 & 8 and listened intently), I'm concerned this

book will be taken as fact. It desperately needs a true updating of content, and ideally the title, not

just pictures.

This was a good book for History. While some of the information we already knew there was a fair

amount of new stuff too. It is in question - answered format. The colonial time period was much

longer than I thought, People had to make everything, they went to school but not so much to

doctors, and a whole lot more. I would recommend it for 1-3rd grade.

A really fun, well orgainized book. My 6 and 9 year olds loved it and so did I (Mom). We have been

back to it many times, looking at particular sections. I am now ordering other titles in the series.

This book is a good introduction to colonial times. This book is intended for 4th+ grade. It is wordy

with a colored 'sketch' in each two-page spread. Good information and easy to use with the

question/answer format.

I enjoyed this book. I have a first grader and a second grader. We have been studying colonial

America and I thought this might be a good book to bring the times to life. It was much longer than I

had anticipated but that's just fine. We read out of it during the whole time we studied the colonies. I

think they learned quite a few things (as did I). It's not the "fun," simplistic story that I had thought it



would be but it contained a lot of interesting information. I would definitely recommend it.

This is a very detailed account of what life was like during this time period. It is written at a very high

level, which might take extra explanation for small ones (preschool) but it has lots of information

which makes it interesting for older students. I especially like that it well explained what life was like

for the children which made it high interest for my students.
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